DESCRIPTION

SERUM CU is a formulated 18% Hydrogen Peroxide solution containing surface active agents that enhance wetting. Enhanced wetting breaks surface tension to penetrate deep into the fiber’s substrate. SERUM CU is uniquely formulated to attack and remove organic stains and odors. As SERUM CU evaporates from the carpet or fabric the only thing left behind is water and oxygen. Leaving a fresh clean scent.

What SERUM CU Will Do For You:

- Totally Removes Pet Urine and Odor - Gets the Yellow Out
- Removes Pet Body Oils and Odors
- Makes Blood Instantly Disappear
- Removes Wine Stains and Odor
- 99.9% Volatile, LESS UNWANTED RESIDUES
- pH Buffered at 3.5 to Protect Carpet & Dye Set.
- No More BrownOuts
- Brings All Organics to the Surface for Easy Extraction
- After Pre-Spot and/or Pre-Spray Application, EXTRACT WITH HOT WATER ONLY
- Does Not Require Acid Rinse or Alkaline Extraction Detergents
- Has No Added Deodorizers
- Shortens Cleaning Cycle - Increasing Productivity
- Eliminates Other Chemicals Normally Used
- Reduces Chemical Inventory
- Leaves A Pleasant Anti-Septic Fragrance

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

For Hydroforce Application: for high pressure models, add ready to use SERUM CU in hydroforce container, no mixing required. The yellow tip is recommended for a 1:8 dilution ratio. Cleaning Directions: apply evenly to carpet with hydroforce. Allow up to 10 minute dwell time. Apply generously to heavy stains. Clean and extract with HOT WATER ONLY. See reverse side for more instructions.
CAUTION: As with all chemicals, test an inconspicuous spot to determine Serum CU’s compatibility with the material to be cleaned before applying Serum CU to the entire job.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING & SPOT REMOVAL - CARPET

SPOT CLEANING: Make sure carpet is clean over and near the spots to be cleaned. Vacuum the areas if required. Use a pump up or electric sprayer for application of Serum CU. Start spraying the spot on the outside edge of the spot working the spray around the entire outer edge of the spot. Once you have ringed the spot with Serum CU, continue spraying on the inside of the circle until the entire spot has been wetted. Saturate the spot with enough Serum CU that you are sure the Serum CU has soaked deep into the carpet far enough to wet all the way to the pad under the carpet. Use hot water extraction machine with only hot water to dilute and extract the Serum CU, dirt, soil and all contaminants from the spot. Allow to air dry.

IF SPOTTING IS FOLLOWED BY CARPET CLEANING: using a Hydroforce with a yellow metering tip (1:8 ratio), broadcast Serum CU over the entire carpet to be cleaned. Heavy spots should be addressed with additional pre-spray to soak the spot area thoroughly. Allow 10 minutes dwell time for the Serum CU on the carpet. Clean the carpet with a portable or truck mount extraction machine using only clean, clear hot water (no detergent or any other chemical in the water). As you spray hot water going in a forward stroke, release the trigger so that on the pull back stroke you are only using the vacuum to extract the diluted Serum CU, dirt, grime, grease, oils, and other contaminants from the carpet. The hot water will cause Serum CU to evaporate, leaving behind in the carpet fiber less than 1/10% solid materials. When finished cleaning, allow the carpet to air dry. It will dry very rapidly.

IF SPOTTING IS THE ONLY TREATMENT: Spray Serum CU as per the instructions in the paragraph above. Allow ten (10) minutes dwell time before proceeding. Using a thick, clean, white towel or large white cloth to lay over the spot. Step on or press the cloth to soak up the excess Serum CU. Continue to turn the cloth, stepping on the cloth over the spot each time you turn or fold the cloth. When the cloth is saturated and you feel that no more appreciable liquid could be removed, spray a small amount of clean water into the area. Repeat the clean white cloth process to soak up excess fluid until no more is available. Allow the spot to air dry.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING & SPOT REMOVAL - UPHOLSTERY

SPOT CLEANING: Make sure upholstery is clean over and near the spots to be cleaned. Vacuum the areas if required. Use a pump up or electric sprayer for application of Serum CU. Start spraying the spot on the outside edge of the spot working the spray around the entire outer edge of the spot. Once you have ringed the spot with Serum CU, continue spraying on the inside of the circle until the entire spot has been wetted. Do not over saturate the fabric. Use hot water extraction machine with only hot water to dilute and extract the Serum CU, dirt, soil and all contaminants from the spot. Allow to air dry.

IF SPOTTING IS FOLLOWED BY TOTAL FABRIC CLEANING: using a pump up or electric sprayer, broadcast undiluted Serum CU over the entire fabric to be cleaned. Allow 10 minutes dwell time for the Serum CU on the fabric. Clean the fabric with a portable or truck mount extraction machine using only clean, clear hot water (no detergent or any other chemical in the water). As you spray hot water going in a forward stroke, release the trigger so that on the pull back stroke you are only using the vacuum to extract the diluted Serum CU, dirt, grime, grease, oils, and other contaminants from the fabric. When finished cleaning, allow the fabric to air dry. It will dry very rapidly.

IF SPOTTING IS THE ONLY TREATMENT: Spray Serum CU as per the instructions in the paragraph above. Allow ten (10) minutes dwell time before proceeding. Using a thick, clean, white towel or large white cloth to lay over the spot. Step on or press the cloth to soak up the excess Serum CU. Continue to turn the cloth, pressing or stepping on the cloth over the spot each time you turn or fold the cloth. When the cloth is saturated and you feel that no more appreciable liquid could be removed, spray a small amount of clean water into the area. Repeat the clean white cloth process to soak up excess fluid until no more is available. Allow the spot to air dry.

CAUTIONS
Keep out of the reach of children. Do not ingest. Use chemical resistant gloves to handle Serum CU. When not in use, keep container tightly closed. Do not dispose of unused portions into water ways, creeks, rivers, estuaries or oceans. Do not reuse empty container. Store at temperatures less than 125°F. At elevated temperatures Serum CU tends to degrade faster than normal.